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Softube X has a highly evolved reverb section,
providing an amazing wide range of dynamic and
modulated reverb effects. In addition to offering
high-quality impulse responses for an incredible
value, it has all the important features from the best-
selling Convolution plugin in a reverb section. With
the 19-band Decay EQ that produces a super-
smooth response, it has a processing system that
even a seasoned reverb aficionado can not find fault
with. The process of capturing impulse responses
from the original hardware product is familiar yet
totally unique and different, without having to do
the work yourself. It captures software-perfect
impulse responses at a fraction of the price of
professional products, even allowing you to use
multiple impulse responses at once for unlimited
flexibility. The Decay algorithm is actually
mathematically derived, so that it can be used to
replace either analog or digital impulse response
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sources, which gives you an endless range of
possibilities. GlueAre you looking for something
different from your regular reverb? This is the one
for you! This plug-in makes great sounds, but it does
it with a unique twist. Its a special one as well, with
two unique algorithms. One is a delay algorithm that
lets you vary delay time based on any one of the
reverb frequencies. The other one is a dynamic
effect that lets you change the dampening for each
and every reverb frequency. Its a great combo for
when you need to glue down a reverb and give it
some control in the middle of a mix. We reviewed
the following effects in the last years: Softube Tsar
Reverb Color Studio Pro 1595 - Review Softube Tsar
Reverb Color Studio Pro 1995 - Review Softube Tsar
Reverb Color Studio Pro 101 - Review Softube Tsar
Reverb Color Studio Pro 101 - Review
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the tsar-1 is a perfect choice for capturing your
sound and re-working it. the extensive preset list

includes instant vintage and modern reverb effects
that cover the spectrum from ambient to spacious
modern reverberators. in addition, once you start

playing around with the tsar-1 youll be able to
express yourself in a limitless way. in other words, it
is one of the easiest reverbs to use. what weve done

is mix a lot of the best aspects from other great
reverb plugins and added our own creative twists,
leading to the tsar-1. because of this, youll be able
to create even more exceptional-sounding reverbs.
this is possible because of the low-latency 48khz
reverb engine we made with our own algorithms.

this new technology eliminates the lag weve seen in
other reverbs and allows for more precise control. as

a result, the tsar-1 produces a sound unlike any
other plugin in its class. our library is one of a kind.
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and by releasing it to the public, youll be able to get
into the nitty gritty details and contribute back to
the development. for this reason, weve opted to
keep the file tsar-1.zip under the popular github.
what are you looking to get out of one of these

tsar-1's? are you looking for a bit of quality reverb?
youre in luck. it will be the closest thing to a final

master youll get on your daw. or are you looking for
some efficient delay, maybe an ersatz reverb that

you can play along to? then this is the kit for you. it
has the character and power needed to bend any

sound out of shape, whether you arent aware of it or
not. 5ec8ef588b
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